,4 method for adaptive refinement of a Cartesian mesh and corresponding time-step adaptation, for the solution of the unsteady Euler equations, is presented. In this work, a linear reconstruction of distributions inside cells, and Roe's approximate Riemann solver for interface fluxes, are used. 11ie wave strengths dnd s a v e speeds needed for the fiux calculation are reused in various ways. In particular, in order to prevent moving discontinuities from running out of fine cells during one global time-step, wave speeds and wave directions are used to predict the region traversed by the waves; these are then flagged for refinement. Moreover, the curirature of one-dimensional wave-strength distributions is introduced as the key quantity in refinement and recoarsening criteria. T h e numerical results presented show that this method can obtain the same accuracy on the adaptive grid as o n a uniform grid with cells as fine as the finest cells of the adaptive grid, at large savings of computing time. 
1. How to create any grid in the presence of complex body shapes;
. How t o get sufficient resolution in p!aces where t11,:
action is.
T h e adaptive Cartesian approach of De Zeeuw and Poire!] [I] ms'vers these questions by allowing irregular cells, cut off by the body from Cartesian cells, and by embeilding refined ce& wherever needed to ieso!ve geometz-iz and/or flow details. The code developed in [l] is for twodimensional steady flow. The present work extends the approach of De Zeenw and Powell to unsteady flow. A code for unsteady f l o~ has been developed that responds to adaptive spatial rcfinement by time-step adaptation, i.e., by using many small time steps in refined regions in order t o match a single large time step used in coarse cells. In this ~v a y , explicit time-marching can be used throughout the computational domain and temporal accuracy is preserved. unlike in implicit methods, where only stability is mail;-tained. The present code achieves second-order accurac;; in time, which is a non-trivial extension.
Time Discretization
It is generally agreed upon t h a t second-order accuracy i n space and time is a minimum requirement for an EiilLi (or Navier-Stokes) code to be useful in efficiently solving problems of transient flow. Some codes for transient (PPM) and for steady fiorvs (e.g., CFL3D [2]) use spatia! differencing techniques t h a t would lead to third-order spatial accuracy if there were only one space dimension. Full third-order accuracy in multi-dimensionai space is rarely achieved (see, however, Barth [3]), and I;ime-mxching has never gone beyond second-order accuracy.
In the present work we have chosen io; explicit mulsistage marching in time. This technique is rouiineiy Iijed for steady-state calculations and t h e r e h e h: * 5ard clude a discussion on the use of tile in searching for time-marching ~ch,.~. = q e s i h z . ; aze :fi sense optimal. This technique is appli three-stage convection schemes, cf 2~ rn curacy. Furthermore, we investigated car formulas with regard t o their a c c u r x y between regions of coarse and fine cei!s analyzed regarding temporal accuracy.
EIO?? :n-
A Design Criterion for Tirne-.4cc!irrlte Multi-S tage schemes
When selecting a multi-stage scheme for time ma;ch:i;q it is best to start from a family of schemes with ~l : r same order of accuracy, and then select the most desiiable one according to some design criterion. For instance. if seisndorder time accuracy is to be achieved, at least t w o stages are needed, and preferably three, for some :Iet-dain of choice. The design criterion must take into account u-hat class of problems t h e scheme will be applied to, i i l particular, whether the solutions sought will be smooth or discontinuous.
There is a very useful tool based on the Fourier transthe initial-value distribution. This method is c i i w r i h d
by LVesseling [SI; it measures the total La-error a iirlear convection scheme makes in convecting a spatial diiiribution with a specific frequency content. Thiough Pxrs-Val's theorem, the numerical error integrated over the space domain is transformed to an integral over the fieiiii?ncy ( d e main. In many cases this integral can be obt,airied arialytically, allowing analytical minimization. Jb'hen opt irziizing a scheme for application to problems of discontin u o 1 1 s flow, the initial-value distribution for which the intpgral f i r o r is minimized, is chosen t o be a step f u n d i o n . T!:is means that t h e errors in frequency space are weighted w i t h the inverse of t h e frequency. A scheme thus optii:iized will produce minimal spurious oscillations near a discontinuity. According to Parseval's equality, the truncation error u n + ' ( z ) -u:&it satisfies t h e following equation:
,nf form, x7hich actua!!y takes izto accsunt the "-," 1 ' ' ' " I here ,B denotes frequency, v the Courant number, arid 9 the amplification factor of the scheme. Comparison 0 . ; the scheme's amplification factor with the exact amplification factor, in order to get an idea about the accuracy of the scheme, is commonplace; Equation 1, though, siiggests that the error in the amplification factor should be weighted with the spectrum of the initial values. Dzfi~ic the weighted norm Ilg(0, u) -gexact(4, .)/I by
1,
where the weight function p equals to the square of tile modulus of the Fourier transform of the distribution nt time t". For a step function the weight function will be &?) = &, For the family of convection schemes studied in [5] , based on a five-point stencil at the initial time level, the selection procedure based on minimizing this n m m yields an apwind-biased scheme, confirming the reputation of such schemes t o represent moving or stead\: discontinuities with reduced oscillations.
4 n example
Consider the first-order upwind-differencing operato:, with Fourier transform
A11 three-stage schemes with second-order temporal accuracy can be represented by the amplification factor where a is a free parameter to 3e determined by the minimization process, and
The error norm is
Plots of this integral against v for two values of c y , corn---puied with the above formula or by numerical integration, are shown in Figure 1 . It is seen in Figure 1 t h a t u = 1 is a turning poi:it
(') for three-stage schemes; beyond this point the truncation tQ the optimal scheme: its error is hard!y greater thni! the error of the optimal scheme, it offers a much large: stability range, a:id therefore increased robustness, and i i is formally third-order accurate.
In the present code a two-stage second-order algoritlin: is implemented, which, in combination with adaptatioii, already leads to a complex sequence of steps. In principli-. the three-stage method can be programmed in the s m i c manner; whether this is worth-while remains to be seen. It may be argued that the local mesh refinement is a more efficient way to increase resolution by the higher-order interpolation in space and time.
Time Discretization and Mesh Refinement Combined
T h e spatial embedding technique of De Zeeuw and P o w ell employs the quad-tree data structure: one parent cell generates four child cells (Figure 4) . The spatial discretization follows the reconstruction/evolution approach: in each cell gradients of flow quantities are formed (by evaluating a contour integral, see Figure 5 ); these are USCJ to evaluate states at the cell boundaries. Interface f u s s s are then computed from the two different states found 011 opposite sides of the interface, using Roe's approximate Riemann solver; for details see [l] . The time-adaptation procedure introduces halving of the time step for every ievei of spatial refinement; in consequence, for each level of refinement the number of times a cell is updated doubles. Updating starts with the coarsest cells and cascades down t o the finest cells. In order to simplify the spatia1 discretization and the update prccedure, the spatial grid is constrained such as to always have at least two cells of the same size adjacent to each other in any direction (horizontal, vertical, diagonal) .
T h e time-marching scheme is a simple two-stage procedure, based on t h e midpoint integration rule: Scheme ( 5 ) is used at any level of refinement; the timcstep used at cells of level I , refined 1 -1 times, is At/2'-', where At is the global time-step used. Now suppose we arc about to update I-level cells by a time-step At,. Owing LO our restriction on the local variation in cell size, only C T~ other levels of refinement will play a role in the updatc:
1 + 1 and 1 -1.
2.2.1
At first, we consider the boundary between the cell of lese1 1 and a possible neighbor at level l + l ; here, as at any otli;.r cell boundary, we must evaluate fluxes. In the two-st.agc method we need to first carry out the predictor stage; which achieves only first-order accuracy in time. T h e i n itial Talues, a('), are used t o evaluate the gradients in dl cells, which, in turn, are used t o reconstruct the ''riglit,'. Conservation dictates we must sum these child-cell fluxi.; to get the flux across the full parent-cell boundary jleviil I ) . Now the predictor step a t level I can be completed. Figure 6 -Figilre 9.
are not Ehe final fluxes; in order t o x5eL-e cocser-at:on in time, the fluxes in the I-level cells sdjacez; to :hi0 !\I. I $ I ) boundary must undergo a correction a h r ?lit) . i -::8-;d>tel cells have been fully updated.
. .
2.2.2
To make it possible t o update /-level cells, ir, ;a assumed t h a t we have already obtained, in the cells at !eve1 I -I, first-and second-order-accurate solutions a t X r -1 and first-order-accurate solutions at iAtr-1. This dictates the order in which the cells of different levels are treated. Having these solutions in the coarser cells one may, by interpolation, get first-and second-order accurate values at any time between t" and t"+Atr-l. In particular, by using linear interpolation one can get first-order-accurate solutions after time-steps :Atl-l(= ;At!) and $Ati-1(= $At,); these are needed to compute the gradients for correctorstage use in I-level calculations. By using quadratic interpolation, one can get second-order-accurate solutions at t n + ;&{-I(= At,), which can be used as the initial conditions for predictor-stage use in the second application of scheme 5 t o l-level cells. These interpolation procedures are illustrated in Figure 10 .
Interaction at ( I , 1 -l j Boundary
. . 3 Conservation in Time
In the above update procedure, the fluxes actually used occur a t the corrector stage rather than the predictor stage. At an ( / , I -1) boundary, however, the correctorhave completed the predictor-corrector stage. The upd;<i (. procedure then cascades from lower-level cells to higherlevel cells. Once the predictor-corrector scheme has bc:il completed in ( I + 1)-level cells, one returns to the /-level cells for the conservation correction, and so on.
Time-h/Iarching in Cut Cells
If the geometry is just slightly complex or its dimensioi!, are unfavorable, the square cells of an Cartesian giid ma) be cut by bodies. Instead of reducing the time step, X L can combine the cut cell with an uncut neighbor to fcjtin a larger cell and determine its evolution as part of t:i, evolution of the full cell. The full update procedure fi,i cut cells is as follows:
1. compute the gradients in the cut cell just as in an!. uncut cell;
2. compute the area average of the gradient,
where n is the total number of merged cells ar,d ail uncut:
3.
4.
.

7. by averaging a n d apply these to the ( I -1)-level cell. This amounts to a correction of the solution a t t" + Atl-1 in the coarse cell. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 11 . whole procedure is illustrated in Figure 12 .
Automatic Grid Adaptation
An adaptive grid may be refined or recoarsened 2s dictated by the amount of detail in the flow. T h e refinement/recoarsening criterion used in this work is based on the curvature of one-dimensional wave-strength distribiltions; the wave strengths are a by-product of eva1uatii:g Roe's flux function. In two dimensions there are four f a x ilies of waves for each coordinate direction, leading to rig]:[ different curvat,ure values in each cell. If a particular c i i rvature in the cell is above a predetermined fraction oft!:: maximum for its own family, the cell is flagged for refinement, if it drops below another, lower threshold, it is flagged for recoarsening. The wave information is used once more for the prediction of the area where cells need to be refined; for this prediction the wave speeds, including their sign, encer. Wave speeds and propagation directions are used to estimate how far strong waves (identified by the x w i e 5t.rwshs) will propagate during the next global time step: the A s t o be traversed by these waves are flagged rai reE!Lerzent. The prediction procedure, illustrated by Figures i d -; .3: is as follows:
. +
1.
2.
.
4.
use the wave speed and the wave direcrion to ?;..edict the number, (NZ, Ny), 3i fine cilis (/-!e-,:.ei) in 
Numerical Results
The shock-tube problem is a popular test-case for algorithms intended for solving unsteady flow problem. Figure 16 shows the solution of the one-dimensional >hock-tube problem with the two-dimensional code. No prediction of wave motion was used in flagging cells for refincment. For comparison, the solution on a uniform grid cf the finest cells is also shown; the accuracy of the solation on the adaptive grid is disappointing. The reason ; ; readily discovered upon inspection of the grid: the important flow features to be resolved, such as the right-runniiig shock, tend to move out of the refined grid in the coarse of the full time-step. On the basis of this result it was concluded that spatial refinement ought to be based on the predicted motion of flow features that need to be resolved Figure 17 shows the solution of the Riemann problem on a grid adapted in anticipation of the motion of flow features. The improvement in accuracy is dramatic: the solution is essentially the same as for a uniformly fine grid. Furthermore, the results indicate t h a t according to our refinement criterion based on curvature, the solution inside the expansion wave is partly regarded as smooth: it need not be resolved by the highest-level cells.
T h e second test case is uniform supersonic flow led through a channel with a forward-facing step. In this way we avoid the loss of resolution of important flow features incurred when these run out of a refined regio11. For convenience, we name the prediction method i:dynalnic~~ and the method wit,hout prediction in this paper. The dynamic refinement method has become one of the nicest features of the present adaptive-mesh code. It is very effective, as the next section will show, and surprisingly, uses only 1% of the total computing time.
In spite of its complexity, the prediction method has a flaw: it is based strictly on waves traveling in the grid directions. Thus, a steady oblique shock Wave in supersonic flow is not detected as such, but is described by a combination of waves traveling in the grid directions at apprecia.ble speeds. T h e prediction algorithm flags a band of cells for refinement, but during the next time step the wave does not move, and the refined cells are recoarsened. The resulting cycles of unnecessary refining and recoarsening may be avoided by the use of a multi-dimensional ficiency this should also be used in the flux function. As this flux function still lacks the robustness of the flux function based on grid-aligned waves, we have chosen another method to detect steady waves: we check the value of the residual in each cell. If wave strengths are high b u t the residual is small, there must be cancellation of waves, and no pre-refinement is done. 22). 
Conclusions
In this paper, we study two major approaches to efficiently and accurately resolve the flow features in unsteady-flow calculation:
1. creating some grid capable of resolving small details of the flow;
2. implementing a high-order-accurate scheme in time and space on the unstructured grid.
T h e first approach is to apply the technique of selfadaptive mesh refinement t o a Cartesian mesh, and use a corresponding time-step adaptation. A process has been developed xhereby the computational grid automatically Figure 13 : An example . .
of predicting cells of /-level by wave speeds and wave directions adapts to the flow features t,hat require high resolution. Furthermore, the strategy c ' 'me-adaptation, i.e.! usin; many small time-steps on tk ~ .ice-level grid as cornpard to one large step on the coarsest grid level, makes t h e technique of the adaptive mesh refinement achieve a high efficiency.
Regarding the second approach, a second-ordzraccurate method based on upwindbiased differencing has been applied in our calculations. For time marching, f s r achieving second-order-accurate solutions in time, a twostage method is employed. T h e wave strengths and wavz speeds needed for the flux calculation are reused in various ways. In particular, the curvature of one-dimensiorlal wave-strength distributions is introduced as the key c,~,..ntity in refinement and recoarsening criteria. Furthermori., in order t o prevent moving discontinuities from runniirg out of fine cells during one global time-step, wave speetls and wave directions are used to predict the region traversed by the waves; these are then flagged for refinenii-ill. This dynamic refinement method is very efficient and is one of the most attractive features of our approach T h e combination of techniques can accurately resolve flow features not only in regions of smooth flow for TXample, inside an expansion fan, but also in a resion id11 of discontinuities. The numerical results show that a u r method can achieve the same accuracy on the xdaptiLe grid as on a uniform grid with cells as fine as the finest cells of the adaptive grid, a t large savings of computing time.
For full details the reader is referred to the first author's thesis ti me = 0.5 7 0. 
